List of Characters for the Host
Expansion pack #1
(Play the expansion packs in order)

6 characters. All optional, either gender.

Your pre-game guest website is http://yourmysteryparty.com/ravenparty
Send your guests here for character bios, costume suggestions, and more!
SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

CHARACTER

BRIEF BIO

HOLLIS HEEP

Hollis Heep was well-born, but a long string of catastrophic events
led this funeral director down a path of calamity and eventual
isolation. Impoverished, Hollis’s adulthood has been nothing but
social decent. Hollis exists within a solitary realm on the margins of
high society, secluded from former friends, family, and colleagues.
Hollis views people with money as morally corrupt and chooses only
to associate with fellow undertakers and cemetery workers.

Black suit. Make
your face pale with
dark circles
underneath your
eyes. Contour
your face to be
gaunter.

With an affirmative and positive nature, Dom Sorel operates the
Comic Emporium with smiles, flattering lingo, and pure altruism. The
townsfolk of the city regularly pop their heads into Dom’s store – if
only for a morale boost to get through the dark days in the crimeriddled city.

Gothic comic book
makeup/costume
for a girl, dark
comic t-shirt for a
male.

Linden Zhivago retired from the limelight and moved a large family to
Wraith’s Cove. This former star often worries about the next
generation of Zhivagos not filling the tap shoes and top hats.
Oblivious to all immediate surroundings, Linden needs to be
bothered about his/her offspring, referred to on the streets as the
Zhivago Ten, who are incapable and unwilling to fit into society. This
band of unruly twin sets is making a name for themselves - but more
of a name fit for a chalk-scrawled mug shot photo – not for the bright
lights of Broadway.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Try to be
flamboyant, as
you are used to
wearing costumes.

Kennedy March often apologizes for being too bright for ordinary
tasks. Kennedy is a rising star at the local newspaper and is
assigned most of the lead stories. This risk-taking journalist will bend
any rule to get the story, and that is what gives Kennedy an edge.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Undertaker
OPTIONAL
either gender

Dom sorel
Comic Book Store
Manager
OPTIONAL
either gender

LINDEN zhivago
Retired Broadway
Performer
OPTIONAL
either gender

KENNEDY march
Assignment
Reporter, Wraith’s

Cove Daily
OPTIONAL
either gender
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JACKIE pan
Advertising
Executive, Wraith’s
Cove Daily
OPTIONAL
either gender

IZZY dIAMOND
Mob Boss, WC Mob
OPTIONAL
either gender

Jackie endures a whirlwind of mishaps on a daily basis. With poor
luck and worse choices, Jackie roams the streets with a black cloud
looming above. Nonetheless, Jackie is perhaps the wisest soul in
Wraith’s Cove and is a genius when it comes to creating
advertisements.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

Izzy Diamond is easily the most interesting person in Wraith’s Cove.
Izzy lives the high life – owning the rarest artifacts, consorting with
the most sought-after celebrities, and attending the most exclusive
events around the globe. Izzy has amassed a fortune through an
underground organization called the WC Mob.

Gothic-inspired
mobster or gun
moll attire.

EXPANDABLE TEAMS – YOU WILL NEED TO DOWNLOAD THESE TEAM FILES SEPARATELY AND MAKE COPIES
FOR AS MANY PLAYERS AS YOU WILL HAVE ON THE TEAM(S). YOU CAN HAVE UP TO 15-20 PLAYERS ON EACH
TEAM.

Colleagues of
hollis heep
Morticians
OPTIONAL TEAM OF 15+
WITH HOLLIS HEEP
either gender

Dom’s
employees

Comic Emporium
OPTIONAL TEAM OF 15+
WITH DOM SOREL
either gender

Zhivago ten
Offspring of Linden
Zhivago & friends
OPTIONAL TEAM OF 15+
WITH LINDEN ZHIVAGO
either gender

KENNEDY
march’s crew

Wraith’s Cove Daily
OPTIONAL TEAM OF 15+
WITH KENNEDY MARCH
either gender

Hollis Heep despises high society gatherings and prefers attending
events surrounded by uninvited colleagues. This morose group of
morticians, embalmers, and gravediggers all work for The Great
Beyond Funeral Home.

Black t-shirt, black
jeans. Not too
dressy.

The employees of the Comic Emporium all take a page from Dom’s
book of life and exude positivity from their pores. They are a blissful
bunch of retail workers who live for their job. They are all experts in
pop culture fandom.

Gothic comic book
makeup/costume
for a girl, dark
comic t-shirt for a
male.

The Zhivago Ten are the troubled offspring of the retired Broadway
star, Linden Zhivago. This group of hooligans has snuggled in
comfortably to the underground of Wraith’s Cove unbeknownst to
their loving parents. A band of delinquents, these five sets of twins
and their friends terrorize Black Dahlia Drive – a street in the city
notorious for criminal activity.

Gothic-inspired
attire. Try to be
flamboyant, as
you are used to
wearing costumes.

The crew who works for Kennedy March is a shrewd bunch who
knows how to evade laws to get what they need. If Kennedy is
assigned a story, they will do absolutely anything necessary to make
it happen. Ruthless, merciless, and void of emotion, this is a group of
folks you should never double-cross.

Gothic-inspired
attire.
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Advertising
staff

Wraith’s Cove Daily
OPTIONAL TEAM OF 15+
WITH JACKIE PAN
either gender

mobster
WC Mob
OPTIONAL TEAM OF 15+
WITH IZZY DIAMOND
either gender

Jackie Pan’s staff must take a protective position over their ill-fated
boss. Jackie is known for oozing bad luck, and those around Jackie
must proceed with extreme caution as not to be sucked into Jackie’s
vortex of chaos. Nevertheless, if a client has entrusted this group
with their advertising campaign, they’ll never be privy to the dodged
mishaps on the road to greatness.

Gothic-inspired
attire.

The WC Mobsters are intermingled with high society due to their
amassed wealth and fortune. With bank accounts rivaling the
wealthiest tycoons in town, these mobsters live luxuriously while
extracting the life-force out of the city and filling the streets with lowlevel villains who do their dirty work.

Gothic-inspired
mobster or gun
moll attire.
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